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Abstract

This paper is concerned with learning categorial grammars in the model of Gold.
We show that rigid and k-valued non-associative Lambek (NL) grammars are not
learnable from well-bracketed sentences.

In contrast to k-valued classical categorial grammars, k-valued Lambek grammars
are not learnable from strings. This result was shown for several variants including
the non-associative variant NL. Whereas k-valued Lambek NL grammars have been
shown learnable from functor-argument structures, we show that non-learnability
still holds for the languages of well-bracketed strings ; this result is obtained for two
variants NL and NL∅ by exhibiting a limit point in the considered class.
Such a result aims at clarifying the possible directions for future learning algorithms: it expresses the difficulty of learning categorial grammars from strings
or intermediate structures and helps to draw the frontier between learnability and
non-learnability.
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Introduction

Categorial grammars [1] and Lambek grammars [2,3] have been studied in
the field of natural language processing. They are well adapted to learning
perspectives since they are completely lexicalized and an actual way of research
is to determine the sub-classes of such grammars that remain learnable in the
sense of Gold [4].
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We recall that learning here consists to define an algorithm on a finite set of
sentences that converges to obtain a grammar in the class that generates the
examples. Let G be a class of grammars, that we wish to learn from positive
examples. Formally, let L(G) denote the language associated with grammar
G, and let V be a given alphabet, a learning algorithm is a function φ from
finite sets of words in V ∗ to G, such that for all G ∈ G with L(G) =< ei >i∈
there exists a grammar G0 ∈ G and there exists n0 ∈ N such that: ∀n >
n0 φ({e1 , . . . , en }) = G0 ∈ G with L(G0 ) = L(G).
After pessimistic unlearnability results in [4], learnability of non trivial classes
has been proved in [5] and [6]. Recent works from [7] and [8] following [9] have
answered the problem for different sub-classes of classical categorial grammars
(we recall that the whole class of classical categorial grammars is equivalent
to context free grammars; the same holds for the class of Lambek grammars
[10] that is thus not learnable in Gold’s model).

The extension of such results for Lambek grammars is an interesting challenge that is addressed by works on logic types from [11] (these grammars
enjoy a direct link with Montague semantics), learning from structures in
[12], complexity results from [13] or unlearnability results from [14,15]; on the
one hand, this unlearnability result was shown for several variants including the non-associative variant NL in the case of string languages ; on the
other hand k-valued Lambek NL grammars have been shown learnable from
functor-argument structures [16,17].
In this paper, we consider the following question: is the non-associative variant
NL of k-valued Lambek grammars learnable from well-bracketed strings ; we
answer for both variants NL and NL∅ by providing a limit point for this class.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives some background knowledge
on three main aspects: non-associative Lambek categorial grammars ; learning
from posivite data (in Gold’s model) ; some useful models of Lambek calculus.
Section 3 gives some review on learning string languages. Section 4 and 5 then
present our main results on NL and NL∅ (this latter denotes non-associative
Lambek grammars allowing empty sequence): after a construction overview,
we discuss some corollaries and then provide the details of proof. Section 6
concludes.

2

Background

2.1 Categorial Grammars
The reader not familiar with Lambek calculus and its non-associative version
will find nice presentation in the first articles written by Lambek [2,3] or more
recently in [18–23]. We use in the paper non-associative Lambek calculus with
and without empty sequence (NL∅ and NL) but without product.
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Definition 1 (Types) The types Tp, or formulas, are generated from a set
of primitive types Pr, or atomic formulas, by two binary connectives 1 “/”
(over) and “\” (under):
Tp ::= Pr | Tp\Tp | Tp/Tp

Definition 2 (Rigid and k-valued categorial grammars) A categorial
grammar is a structure G = (Σ, I, S) where:

• Σ is a finite alphabet (the words in the sentences);
• I : Σ 7→ P f (T ) is a function that maps a set of types to each element of
Σ (the possible categories of each word);
• S ∈ Pr is the main type associated to correct sentences.

If X ∈ I(a), we say that G associates X to a and we write G : a 7→ X. A
k-valued categorial grammar is a categorial grammar where, for every word
a ∈ Σ, I(a) has at most k elements. A rigid categorial grammar is a 1-valued
categorial grammar.

2.2 Non-associative Lambek Calculus NL
2.2.1 NL Derivation `NL

As a logical system, we use Gentzen-style sequent presentation. A sequent
Γ ` A is composed of a binary tree of formulas Γ (the set of trees is noted TTp )
which is the antecedent configuration and a succedent formula A. A context
Γ[·] is a binary tree of formulas with a hole. For X, a formula or a binary tree
of formulas, Γ[X] is the binary tree obtained from Γ[·] by filling the hole with
X.
Definition 3 (NL) A sequent is valid in NL and is noted Γ `NL A iff Γ ` A
can be deduced from the following rules:
1

no product connective is used in the paper

A`A
Γ`A

(Γ, B) ` A

Ax

∆[A] ` B

∆[Γ] ` B

Γ ` A/B
Cut

Γ`A

(A, Γ) ` B

/R

∆[B] ` C

∆[(B/A, Γ)] ` C

Γ ` A\B
/L

Γ`A

\R

∆[B] ` C

∆[(Γ, A\B)] ` C

\L

We write NL∅ for the non-associative Lambek calculus allowing empty antecedents (the left part Γ of the sequent may be empty). Here, we use two
identity relations:
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Γ[(∅, ∆)] ≡ Γ[∆] ≡ Γ[(∆, ∅)]
Theorem 4 (Cut elimination) We recall that the cut rule can be eliminated
in `NL : every derivable sequent has a cut-free derivation.

2.2.2 NL Languages

Definition 5 (Yield) If T is a binary tree where the leaves are elements of
a set E, yieldE (T ) ∈ E + is the list of leaves of T .
This notation will be used for well-bracketed strings
trees of formulas yieldTp .

2

yieldΣ and for binary

Definition 6 (Language) Let G = (Σ, I, S) be a categorial grammar.

• G generates a well-bracketed string T ∈ TΣ (in NL model) iff there exist
Γ a binary tree of types, c1 , . . . , cn ∈ Σ and A1 , . . . , An ∈ Tp such that:




G




Γ





Γ

•

•

•

•

2

: ci 7→ Ai (1 ≤ i ≤ n)

= T [c1 → A1 , . . . , cn → An ]

`NL S

where T [c1 → A1 , . . . , cn → An ] means the binary tree obtained from T
by substituting the left to right occurrences of c1 , . . . , cn by A1 , . . . , An .
G generates a string c1 · · · cn ∈ Σ+ iff there exists T ∈ TΣ such that
yieldΣ (T ) = c1 · · · cn and G generates T .
The language of well-bracketed strings corresponding to G, written BL NL (G),
is the set of well-bracketed strings generated by G.
The language of strings corresponding to G, written LNL (G), is the set of
strings generated by G.
We use similar definitions for NL∅ instead of NL.

in the paper, a well-bracketed string is a binary tree of words.

For a class G of grammars, we write L(G) the language that is generated by
G ∈ G and L(G) = {L(G) | G ∈ G} the class of generated languages.
Example 1 Let Σ1 = {John, M ary, likes} and let Pr 1 = {S, N }. We define:

G1 =




 John




M ary





 likes

7→ N
7→ N
7→ N \(S/N )
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G1 is a rigid (or 1-valued) grammar. We can prove that ((N, N\(S/N )), N ) ` NL
S. Thus, we get:
John likes M ary ∈ LNL (G1 )
((John likes) M ary) ∈ BLNL (G1 )

2.3 Learning and Limit Points

We now recall some useful definitions and known properties on learning.

Definition 7 (Limit Points) A class CL of languages has a limit point iff
there exists an infinite sequence < Ln >n∈N of languages in CL and a language
S
L ∈ CL such that: L0 ( L1 . . . ( ... ( Ln ( . . . and L = n∈N Ln (L is a limit
point of CL).

Property 8 (Limit Points Imply Unlearnability) If the languages of the
grammars in a class G have a limit point then the class G is unlearnable. 3

2.4 Some Useful Models

For ease of proof involving limit points, models are often helpful ; for example
in [24] free groups and recent free pregroups [25] are used. For bracketed strings
in NL, we use another kind of model : Quasi-groups ; such models have been
used for categorial grammars in [26–28].

2.4.1 Quasi-groups

Quasi-groups are sets equiped with three binary operations ., /,\ that satisfy
the following equations :
3

This implies that the class has infinite elasticity. A class CL of languages has
∃ < Li >i∈ languages in CL
infinite elasticity iff
∃ < ei >i∈ sentences
∀i ∈ N : ei 6∈ Li and {e1 , . . . , en } ⊆ Ln+1 .

x.(x\y) = y
(x/y).y = x
x\(x.y) = y
(x.y)/y = x
The equational theory, here written QG, of quasi-groups admits a canonical
rewriting system as found by Knuth and Bendix (70) and further studied in
[29]. The case of quasi-groups with a neutral element e is similar, see [29] for
details. 4
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The above four equations oriented from left to right are completed with two
new rules to produce such a canonical rewrite system :
(x/y)\x → y
x/(y\x) → y

2.4.2 Quasi-groups as models

Quasi-groups are models for `N L .

From types to QG-formulas. We associate with each type formula A an
element in quasi-groups written [[A]] as follows 5 :
[[p]] = p for p atomic

[[A1 \A2 ]] = [[A1 ]]\[[A2 ]]
[[A1 /A2 ]] = [[A1 ]]/[[A2 ]]

We extend the notation to binary trees by :
[[(A1 , A2 )]] = [[A1 ]].[[A2 ]]

Proposition 1 (QG-Models) If Γ `N L A then [[Γ]] =QG [[A]]

Quasi-groups may also be seen as residuated groupoids that are known as
(complete) algebraic models [20] for NL : take equality as partial ordering.
4

one adds the equations : e.x = x x.e = x
that are also oriented from left to right and a canonical rewrite system is obtained
by adding the following rules : e\x → x x/e → x x/x → e x\x → e
5 for a calculus with product ⊗, we add [[A ⊗ A ]] = [[A ]].[[A ]].
1
2
1
2

3

Limit Point Construction for NL

We now cite some results from [24], where the authors have given a limit point
for languages of strings. We shall use this construction in next sections.
Form of grammars. We consider grammars (as given in [24]) Gn where A,
B, Dn and En are complex types and S is the main type of each grammar :
Gn = {a 7→ A/B ; b 7→ Dn ; c 7→ En \S}
Definition 9 (Gn and G∗ [24] ) Let p, q, S be three primitive types :
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A = D0 = E0 = q/(p\q)
B=p
Dn+1 = (A/B)\Dn
En+1 = (A/A)\E
n

Let Gn =




a




b





c

7→ A/B = (q/(p\q))/p

7→ Dn ;




;










7 En \S
→
Let G∗ = {a 7→ p/p ; b 7→ p ; c 7→ p\S}

Proposition 2 (language description [24])
• L(Gn ) = {ak bc | 0 ≤ k ≤ n}
• L(G∗ ) = {ak bc | 0 ≤ k}.

This construction defines a limit point with the following result.

Proposition 3 (NL-non-learnability [24] ) The class of languages of rigid
(or k-valued for an arbitrary k) non-associative Lambek grammars (not allowing empty sequence and without product) admits a limit point ; the class of
rigid (or k-valued for an arbitrary k) non-associative Lambek grammars (not
allowing empty sequence and without product) is not learnable from strings.

4

Structure Languages and Limit Points.

Definition. We recall that BLNL (G) denotes the set of well-bracketed strings
generated by G in NL. We use a similar definition and notation for NL∅ .
Structure languages for NL. We focus on a limit point construction already
given for NL in the case of strings. To deal with well-bracketed strings, we
interpret the types in quasi-groups ; we get the same images for all grammars

in the sequence. Observe that in contrast to groups, quasi-groups are here
helpful due to their non-associativity and some non-simplifications to unit
(for example p/p does not reduce to unit). Moreover free quasi-groups enjoy a
complete rewriting system on which we may base a crucial part of reasoning.
By an easy calculus (using type-raising rules) we compute QG-normal forms :
Grammars and types



a 7→ A/B = (q/(p\q))/p


Gn = b 7→ Dn



 c 7→ E \S

Languages

{ak bc | 0 ≤ k ≤ n}

n

n

a∗ bc
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G∗ = {a 7→ p/p ; b 7→ p ; c 7→ p\S}



 A = D0 = E0 = q/(p\q)



B = p
where


Dn+1 = (A/B)\Dn




E
= (A/A)\E

QG-normal form



[[A/B]] = p/p


Gn : [[Dn ]] = p



 [[E \S]] = p\S

n+1

n




[[p/p]] = p/p


G∗ : [[p]] = p



 [[p\S]] = p\S

Theorem 10 For n ∈ N

BLNL (G∗ ) = {(a . . . (a(a b))) . . .)c) | 0 ≤ k}
|

{z

}

|

{z

}

k

BLNL (Gn ) = {(a . . . (a(a b))) . . .)c) | 0 ≤ k ≤ n} ( BLNL (G∗ )
k

Proof :

• We know from [24] that :
(1) LNL (Gn ) = {ak bc | 0 ≤ k ≤ n} and LNL (G∗ ) = a∗ bc
• Let BL∗ = {(a . . . (a(a b))) . . .)c) | 0 ≤ k}
|

{z
k

}

• We show by QG-models that :
(2) BLNL (Gn ) ⊆ BL∗ and
(3) BLNL (G∗ ) ⊆ BL∗
Since the types in Gn , or G∗ have the same quasi-group images for all n,
we may group the reasoning for all n in the proofs of (2) and (3).
Let w = ak bc for some k, we consider the quasi-group image for its possible
bracketed types ; it is a corresponding parenthesized version of :
p/p . p/p . . . . p . p\S the QG-normal form of which must be S.
– In the case of no a in w : p . p\S corresponds to bc.
– In the case of one a : the bracketing p/p . (p . p\S) is not possible since it
blocks after the first rewriting step p/p . S therefore, we have the following
brackets : (p/p . p) . p\S as desired.
– In the case of k (k 6= 0) occurrences of a : we consider the bracket for the

first reduction step ; if we had p/p . . . . p/p . (p . p\S) it would block after
{z

|

}

k

the first rewriting step as follows p/p . . . . p/p . S ; therefore, we have the
|

{z
k

}

following brackets : p/p . . . . (p/p . p) . p\S ; with the first rewriting step
{z

|

k

}

p/p . . . . p . p\S ; we now apply the induction hypothesis for k −1 and get
|

{z

k−1

}

the desired parenthesizing ; namely the only possible parenthesizing for w
is (a . . . (a(a b))) . . .)c)
|

{z

}

k
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• We thus get, since each word in BLNL (Gn ) or in BLNL (G∗ ) corresponds to at
least one parenthesizing and (as we have just seen) it must belong to BL∗ :
BLNL (Gn ) = {(a . . . (a(a b))) . . .)c) | 0 ≤ k ≤ n}
|

{z

}

|

{z

}

k

BLNL (G∗ ) = {(a . . . (a(a b))) . . .)c) | 0 ≤ k}
k

This construction defines a limit point for the structure languages in the rigid
case, and more generally in the k-valued case for each k, the corresponding
classes of grammars are thus not learnable from bracketed examples as stated
below.
Corollary 11 The class of well-bracketed strings for NL has a rigid limit
point ; the class of rigid (or k-valued for an arbitrary k) non-associative NL
Lambek rigid grammars is not learnable from well-bracketed strings (in Gold’s
model).

5

Limit Point Construction for NL∅

5.1 Limit Point for NL∅

In the last section, we have proved that the NL languages of well-bracketed
strings have a limit point and thus is not learnable. This proof does not work
for NL∅ because the interpretation in the free quasi-group with unit of the
types that appear in the grammars is different and does not prove that the
languages corresponding to the grammars Gn , n ∈ N and G∗ are included in
{((a · · · (a(a b)) · · ·)c) | k ≥ 0}.
|

{z
k

}

For this system, we need another proof. In the section, we prove and use
syntactical properties on sequent calculus and conclude that there is no other
well-bracketed string corresponding to the grammars Gn , n ∈ N and G∗ .

Lemma 12 For any environment Γ[·], for any formula A and for any atomic
formula p, Γ[(p/p, p/p)] `NL∅ A is not provable.
Proof : By induction on the size of a hypothetical proof (without cut) in
sequent calculus. We look at the last rule used to prove Γ[(p/p, p/p)] `NL∅ A.
If (p/p, p/p) appears in the left environment of one of the premises of the rule,
we can apply the induction principle and find a contradiction. If (p/p, p/p)
does not appear in the left environment of all the premises, this rule must be
/L. Because, we use NL∅ , there are three possibilities :
p/p ` p Γ[p] ` A

∅ ` p Γ[(p/p, p)] ` A
Γ[(p/p, p/p)] ` A

/L

∅ ` p Γ[(p, p/p)] ` A
Γ[(p/p, p/p)] ` A

/L
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Γ[(p/p, p/p)] ` A

/L

But p/p ` p and ∅ ` p are not provable in NL∅ (there is an odd number of
atomic formulas). Thus the three possibilities are not possible
Lemma 13 For any environment Γ, for any formula A and for any atomic
formulas p and q, Γ[((q/(p\q))/p, (q/(p\q))/p) `NL∅ A is not provable.

Proof : Like the previous lemma, we prove by induction on the size of a
hypothetical derivation of such a sequent. Using the same idea, we have to
prove that the following sequents are not provable in NL ∅ :
∅`p

(q/(p\q))/p ` p

It is not possible because the number of occurrences of p is odd

Lemma 14 A well-bracketed string in the languages corresponding to G n , n ∈
N and G∗ , cannot contain the sub-expression (aa).
Proof : This is a direct consequence of the previous lemmas because for
Gn , n ∈ N, the type associated to a is (q/(p\q))/p and for G∗ , it is p/p
Lemma 15 For any atomic formula S and for any environment ∆[·] with no
occurrence of S, a proof of the sequent ∆[S] `NL∅ S implies that ∆[S] ≡ S.

Proof : By induction on the size of the proof. We look at the last rule of
∆[S] `NL∅ S. This can be an axiom in which case ∆[S] ≡ S or it can be \L or
/L :
Γ1 ` A1 ∆1 [B1 ] ` S
Γ1 ` A1 ∆1 [B1 ] ` S
/L
\L
∆1 [(B1 /A1 , Γ1 )] ` S
∆1 [(Γ1 , A1 \B1 )] ` S

In both cases, S can not be in Γ1 because there are only two occurrences of S
that must end in an axiom. Thus, we need a proof of ∆1 [B1 ] ` S where ∆1 [·]

contains one occurrence of S. By induction, ∆1 [B1 ] must be equal to S which
is not possible because B1 6= S
Lemma 16 For any atomic formula S and for any environment ∆[·] and
formula A with no occurrence of S, a proof in NL∅ of the sequent ∆[A\S] `NL∅
S implies that there exists an environment Γ such that ∆[A\S] = (Γ, A\S).
Proof : As for the previous proof, we proceed by induction. We look at the
last rule of ∆[A\S] `NL∅ S which can only be \L or /L :
Γ1 ` A 1

∆1 [B1 ] ` S

Γ1 ` A 1

∆1 [B1 ] ` S

∆1 [(Γ1 , A1 \B1 )] ` S

\L
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∆1 [(B1 /A1 , Γ1 )] ` S

/L

It is not possible for A\S to occur in Γ1 because there are only two occurrences
of S that must end in an axiom and must be in the same premise.

If A\S is not introduced by the rule, A\S appears in ∆1 [·]. By induction, we
can infer that there exists Γ such that ∆1 [B1 ] = (Γ[B1 ], A\S) and ∆[A\S] is
(Γ[(B1 /A1 , Γ1 )], A\S) or (Γ[(Γ1 , A1 \B1 )], A\S).
If A\S is introduced by the rule (which must be \L), we have :
Γ1 ` A ∆1 [S] ` S
∆1 [(Γ1 , A\S)] ` S

\L

We know with the previous lemma that ∆1 [S] ≡ S. Thus ∆[A\S] ≡ (Γ1 , A\S)
Lemma 17 A well-bracketed string in the languages corresponding to G n , n ∈
N and G∗ that has only one c must be of the form (T c) where T is a wellbracketed string.

Proof : This is a direct consequence of the previous lemmas because for
Gn , n ∈ N, S does not appear in the types associated to a and b and because
the type associated to c is (En \S) or (p\S) where S does not appear in En or
p
Theorem 18 For n ∈ N

• LNL∅ (Gn ) = {((a · · · (a(a b)) · · ·)c) | 0 ≤ k ≤ n}
|

{z

}

|

{z

}

k

• LNL∅ (G∗ ) = {((a · · · (a(a b)) · · ·)c) | 0 ≤ k}
k

Proof : In [24], the authors have proved that the languages of strings corresponding to Gn , n ∈ N and G∗ are :

• LNL∅ (Gn ) = {ak bc | 0 ≤ k ≤ n}
• LNL∅ (G∗ ) = {ak bc | 0 ≤ k}.
Thus, the language of well-bracketed strings of these grammars must correspond to these languages (through yield). Since it is not possible to have (aa)
by Lemma 14 and it is necessary that the well-bracketed string is of the form
(T c) by lemma 17, the languages must be in {((a · · · (a(a b)) · · ·)c) | k ≥ 0}
|

{z
k

}

6
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Corollary 19 The class of well-bracketed strings for NL∅ has a rigid limit
point ; the class of rigid (or k-valued for an arbitrary k) non-associative NL ∅
Lambek rigid grammars is not learnable from well-bracketed strings (in Gold’s
model).

Conclusion and Remarks

Lambek grammars.

In the paper [24], the whole landscape of Lambek-like rigid grammars (or kvalued for an arbitrary k) is described as for the learnability question from
strings (in Gold’s model). In [16], we have shown that k-valued Lambek NL
grammars are learnable from functor-argument structures. We have shown
here that non-learnability still holds for the languages of well-bracketed strings ;
this result is obtained for two variants NL and NL∅ by exhibiting a limit point
in the considered class.
Non-learnability for subclasses.

The limit point is of order 6 5 and does not use the product operator. Thus,
we have the following corollaries:

• Restricted connectives: k-valued NL and NL∅ grammars without product
are not learnable from well-bracketed strings.
• Restricted type order: k-valued NL and NL∅ grammars (without product) with types not greater than order 5 are not learnable from wellbracketed strings.
The learnability question may still be raised for NL grammars of order lower
than 5.
6

Order is defined by :
order(A) = 0 if A ∈ P r
order(A/B) = order(B \A) = max(order(B) + 1, order(A))

Remarks. Such a result aims at clarifying the possible directions for future
learning algorithms : it expresses the difficulty of learning categorial grammars
from strings or intermediate structures and helps to draw the frontier between
learnability and non-learnability :
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Restriction on types. An interesting perspective for learnability results
might be to introduce reasonable restrictions on types. From what we have
seen, the order of type alone (order 1 excepted) does not seem to be an
appropriate measure in that context. For instance in [17] the notion of
bounded arity leads to learnability theorems.
Annotated examples. These results also indicate the necessity of using
enough informations as input of learning algorithms. We have seen here
that the binary tree structure is not enough. The learnability from functorargument structures or from strings when arities are bounded suggests that
it is more important to know the arity of the words than the global structure
of the sentences.
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